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The castle of Karksi which belonged to the Livonian branch

castle was built instead of the former timber castle only
Fig. 1. 17th century plan of
Karksi Castle.
Jn 1. Karksi linnuse 17. sajandi
plaan.
(Tuulse 1942, fig. 168.)

The Fögte of Karksi (Karkus) are mentioned from 1248 un
til the Late Middle Ages. The castle was probably in use
The ruins have been mostly destroyed and only a few

vey of its general plan is depicted on a 17th century plan
(Fig. 1).
Archaeological investigations in the Karksi castle have been limited.
ca.
footnote 42). However, no more data is available about these excavations.
in the northern and eastern part of the yard in 2007 (Valk & Malve 2008).
14

of the work (ibid., 122) refer to the last quarter of the 13th or to the 14th
century.
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Karksi castle was chosen for one of the research
launched by Reading University (UK). Within this
the castle was undertaken in August 2008 using a Bar
1

Fig. 2. The Bartington gradiometer being used in the
ruins of Karksi castle.
Jn 2. Bartingtoni gradiomeetri
kasutamine Karksi
linnuse varemetes.
Photo / Foto: Alexander
Pluskowsky

quiet’ areas that may be suitable to site an archaeological excavation.
Fluxgate gradiometry is a technique that records small magnetic
anomalies associated with both natural and man made features beneath
the ground surface. The depth of investigation for the Bartington gradi
ometer is generally considered to be up to 1.5 meters, but it is not possible
to give an exact depth of burial from the strength of magnetic response.
Features such as pits, ditches, kilns and materials such as ceramics and
can be measured using the gradiometer.
duce magnetic contrast maps, which mainly highlight the position of
the buried granite boulders. The castle is mainly constructed of granite,
a weakly magnetic material that contains a small amount of magnetite,
1

http://www.bartington.com/;
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Fig. 3. Gradiometry greyscale
map of Karksi castle
at ±50nT. White spots
designate areas that were
impossible to measure.
Jn 3. Karksi linnuse gradiomeetriline mustvalge
plaan (±50nT). Valged
laigud markeerivad
alasid, mida polnud
võimalik mõõdistada.
Drawing / Joonis: David Thornley

Fig. 4. Interpretation of the
gradiometry greyscale
map of the Karksi castle
(±70nT).
1 – outlines of exterior
2 – interior walls
3 – main entrance
4 – circular region of high
magnetic response northeast of the main entrance.
Jn 4. Karksi linnuse mustvalge
gradiomeetrilise plaani
(±70nT) tõlgendus.
1 – välismüürid
2 – sisemüürid
3 – väravaehitus
4 – kõrge magneetilise
peegeldusega ala peaväravast kirdes.
Drawing / Joonis: David Thornley

1
2

3
4

a magnetic iron oxide. The magnetic signature of this
material is considerably higher than the surrounding
land.
The area surveyed included most of the castle
and a smaller region on the slope that goes down into
the moat outside the front walls. Numerous trees, logs
and sunken areas within the castle rendered some of the areas inac
cessible and the terrain was also extremely undulating in places. De
of the castle interior. It was important to carry out part of the survey
outside the castle walls with an aim to show the difference between the
interior and exterior of the castle. The gradiometry was carried out using
a system of 30 m by 30 m grids and partial grids (Fig. 3). The data was
intervals along each traverse being 0.25 m. Data was processed using
Geoscan Research ‘Geoplot’ software.
The granite blocks used in the construction of the castle walls gave
a strong magnetic response ranging between ±30 and ±70 nT (nanotesla),
contrast to the magnetic response from the general surrounding land
which shows an average response of ± 5 nT.
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The greyscale plot where the darker areas show areas of high mag
netic response (Fig. 3), is the most popular plot for geophysical interpreta
tion. It is likely that most of the very dark areas shown are responses to
buried granite. In a few areas, the gradiometer passed over exposed gran
ite and the response was between ±70 and ±75 nT. The lower response is
most probably due to granite buried deeper beneath the ground surface,
with the higher responses indicating more shallow burial. Areas of low
magnetic response may likely be places where to site an archaeological
excavation. The ‘blank’ regions within the plots are areas that were inac
cessible for reasons described above.
gate tower which is not visible above the ground any more. A wall continu
ing on the line of its inner side could also be clearly distinguished on both
sides of the gate construction. A circular nine meter diameter region of
high magnetic response, indicating a large concentration of granite boul
ders was discovered north of the entrance, on the inner side of the cas
tle exterior wall. By using gradiometry also the presence of several other
walls could be observed (Fig. 3). The area surveyed in the moat in front of
the castle, shows only a few small areas of high magnetic response. These
areas may be attributed to individual pieces of granite that have fallen
down the slopes.
data of the 17th century plan (Fig. 1), providing, however, some extra in
formation. The biggest contradiction lies at the main entrance. Contrasting
to be of a more oblong shape, and also not stretching outside the line of the
house, on the prolongation of its southern wall. The massive circular heap of
maybe of a fallen tower. Using the results of gradiometry and coring, a po
tential site was also chosen within the castle for possible excavations. Here
coring also provided evidence of the preservation of organic remains.
environmental conditions pertaining before, during and subsequent to the
bailey of the Karksi castle; the second from a large area of peatland at
ca.
and will be reported in due course. Here only the interim results of the
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2

whilst the second sample from the base of the peat (2.76–2.78 m) produced
3

that there are no hiatuses or erosive breaks in the sequence, the radio
carbon dates suggest the peat accumulated very slowly over the course
of ca. 11.000 years.
samples by providing data on vegetation environments within the broader
hinterland of the castle, and the potential impacts of human communities
on the landscape.
to a depth of 1.32 m (all depths are measurements from the ground sur
face). The pollen data suggest that the landscape was heavily wooded (80–
Pinus (pine), Betula (birch), Picea (spruce)
and Alnus
with the appearance of small quantities of Secale (rye) pollen and an in
crease in Erica sp. (heathers), suggesting nearby cultivation and possible
ca.
0.6 m, with an increase in Poaceae (true grasses), Secale, and other herba
ceous plant taxa, and a decrease in Picea. If the top 1.02 m represents the
last ca. 1100 years, and one assumes a constant accumulation rate, then
0.6 m would be around ca. 1360 AD, contemporary with the medieval, i.e.
the crusader period.
1000 years demonstrate that the proportion of tree pollen remained high
(ca.
cultivation of rye starting in some locations by the end of the Middle Iron
ca. 1100 AD (e.g.
Veski et al. 2005), but being most pronounced from the ca. 15th to 18th
centuries (Veski et al.
2006; 2007; Niinemets 2008). Pollen of Centaurea cyanus, characteristic
et al. 2001), occur in pollen sequences
ca.
and has been taken to suggest a rotating crop/fallow and slash and burn
Centaurea cyanus pollen does not occur in
above 0.56 m is poor.
Further pollen analysis and radiocarbon dating is required to de
termine whether the increase in rye pollen and grasses from around
2
3
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Centaurea cyanus, and other anthropogenic indicator species, may also
help to determine whether a system of agriculture involving permanent
in the Karksi hinterland during the medieval period.
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GRADIOMEETRILISED UURINGUD KARKSI
LINNUSEVAREMETES JA PALEOÖKOLOOGILISED
UURINGUD LINNUSE TAGAMAADEL
2007. a suvel toimusid koostöös Readingi Ülikoo

aastal tehtud päästekaevamistega.
Pealinnuse alal viidi Bartingtoni gradiomeetri abil

olemasolu. Ümarale massiivsele rusukogumile vära

koht proovikaevandiks; pinnase alaosa on seal niiske
tugevama magneetilise tagasisidega alad, mis viita
alad on heledad. Uuringute tulemusena tuvastati üle

raudkivirusudele viitav ala ning teistegi mattunud
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